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President Violeta Chamorro began 1993 with a concerted political offensive to overcome the
infighting and challenges to the legitimacy of her administration which became commonplace
during 1992. The moves included the ouster of cabinet members whose political loyalty was
suspect (see CAU 01/15/93), plus the election of a new, pro- Chamorro board of directors in the
legislature (see CAU 01/22/93). The New Year's shakeup left one Chamorro foe in the government
untouched: Controller General Guillermo Potoy, president of the Social Democratic Party (Partido
Social Democrata, PSD) and close ally of former National Assembly president Alfredo Cesar.
Not surprisingly, Potoy continued to represent the right wing opposition within the government,
constituting the one remaining thorn in the Chamorro administration's side. During a Jan. 22 press
conference, Potoy said he was imposing a fine, equivalent to three month's worth of salary, against
Presidency Minister Antonio Lacayo, Chamorro's top aide. Potoy then "ordered" Chamorro to
fire her Presidency Minister on the basis of the responsibility which he says Lacayo bears for the
actions of former deputy presidency minister Antonio Ibarra. Ibarra, a fugitive from justice, has been
indicted on charges of embezzlement (see story this issue of CAU.) According to Potoy, his office
is empowered by law to carry out such sanctions against government officials in those cases where
the corresponding agency has failed to act upon his "recommendations." In this case, Potoy had
already recommended last July that President Chamorro remove Lacayo from his post based on
his alleged connection to the Ibarra scandal. Potoy further declared that, if Chamorro again refused
to dismiss Lacayo, all orders emanating from the Presidency Minister's office "will be considered
null and void." Reactions from the President's office were swift and uncompromising. Tomas
Delaney, who serves as a legal advisor to Chamorro, branded Potoy's actions "absurd, illogical,
and unconstitutional." Presidential spokesperson Danilo Lacayo also insisted Potoy's move was
illegal, citing article 150 of the Constitution under which the president of the republic is the only
authority empowered to appoint and remove cabinet ministers. If the legal implications of Potoy's
move were somewhat cloudy, the political ones were not. Danilo Lacayo pointed out what he termed
the "coincidence" between Potoy's maneuver and recent demands for Lacayo's removal made by
armed recontras and by right wing forces in the National Opposition Union (Union Nicaraguense
Opositora, UNO) grouped around Alfredo Cesar. Even Cesar's allies quietly admitted, however,
that seeking Lacayo's removal is but a stepping stone on the road to the more fundamental goal
of forcing a collapse of the Chamorro government. In this context, the pressures aimed at calling
into question Lacayo's role in the administration dovetail with UNO's recent initiatives to force a
plebiscite on reducing Chamorro's term in office, which could pave the way for the February 1996
general elections to be moved forward. In Jan. 18 comments to reporters, Chamorro adamantly
rejected such a plebiscite. Irrespective of the real motives behind the latest posturing, Potoy's
maneuver represented a clear gamble. After the cabinet shuffle and election of the new Assembly
directorate, the Controller's office under Potoy was essentially the last remaining government post
in the hands of individuals aligned with the pro-Cesar sectors in UNO. The Controller's post is
not, however, an executive branch appointment. Rather, the National Assembly is empowered
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to appoint an individual to the post from among a list of candidates submitted by the executive.
Likewise, the Assembly is empowered to remove the Controller on the basis of a motion to that
effect submitted by the executive. Capping a week of intense speculation, on Jan. 28 the Assembly
indeed voted to grant a request filed the previous day by Chamorro to remove Potoy from his post.
A total of 47 deputies voted in favor of the motion, one abstained, while the 44 UNO deputies who
remain loyal to Cesar boycotted the session. In support of the decision, the deputies said Potoy
had "lost the respect and confidence of the President," and cited his excessive "politicization" of
the sensitive post. Later in the day, Potoy held a press conference during which he condemned his
dismissal as "illegal," adding that he would seek an injunction from the Supreme Court to block
enforcement of the order. The incident with Potoy began just days after conclusion of a major public
clash between Lacayo and former deputy presidency minister, Alejandro Bolanos. Bolanos was
dismissed from his post shortly before Chamorro carried out her Jan. 10 cabinet reshuffle. Once out
of office, Bolanos launched a public tirade against Lacayo, accusing him of running the government
as chief of a secret "political cabinet," comprised of himself and former president Daniel Ortega,
former vice president Sergio Ramirez, and army chief Gen. Humberto Ortega. According to Bolanos,
recommendations made by Chamorro's formal cabinet appointees are almost always ignored.
Bolanos insisted that Gen. Ortega "is the one who rules," based on the overwhelming influence
he wields over Lacayo. The charges were especially painful for Chamorro, given that they were
published by daily newspaper La Prensa, of which she is a co-owner. The President's office issued a
Jan. 18 communique calling the accusations made by Bolanos "dishonest." Bolanos had reportedly
not only proved technically incapable of fulfilling the duties of his office, but was also guilty of
taking advantage of the post to undermine the government's credibility internationally. Before
the dust had begun to settle on the Bolanos and Potoy affairs, the UNO right wing was already
actively moving on to the next stage in its campaign: organization of a nationwide series of antigovernment street demonstrations, ostensibly aimed at drumming up support for the plebiscite
proposal. Chamorro's plans to begin the new political year on a fresh note appeared increasingly
doomed. (Sources: Agence France-Presse, 01/18/93, 01/22/93; Associated Press, 01/23/93; Agencia
Centroamericana de Noticias-Spanish news service EFE, 01/18/93, 01/23/93, 01/28/93)
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